Marine Corps TEMPERATE WEATHER BOOT
WITH GORE-TEX® FABRIC
Comfort and protection tough enough for a US Marine

1000 denier nylon,
highly breathable,
abrasion resistant
side panels.
Speed laces

Waterproof,
breathable
GORE-TEX®
barrier

Vibram® Outsole

Marine Corps TEMPERATE WEATHER BOOT
WITH GORE-TEX® FABRIC
Marine Corps Temperate Weather Boots made with
GORE-TEX® fabric are more than tough enough to
measure up to U.S. Marine Corps standards.

Performance Enhancing
Design Features

At the core of the boot is a GORE-TEX® lining that
completely surrounds the foot to form a barrier
that water can’t penetrate. The lining also resists
contaminants like petroleum, oils, and lubricants.
Shoe polish, silicone, oil, and leather conditioners
don’t affect the waterproofness of the boot.

n

Durably Waterproof & Breathable

n

Highly breathable upper combines
fabric and leather for shorter
break-in time vs typical all leather
boots.

Perspiration inside the boot is managed with the
elp of the GORE-TEX® lining that breathes to
prevent overheating and excessive moisture build
up inside the boot.

n Long-wearing

The upper is leather and textile for fast break-in.
The Vibram® outsole gives the aggressive edge a
Marine’s job demands, and a cushioned insole
absorbs shock.

n Enhanced

For more than 30 years, W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
has developed high-performance fabrics that
withstand the harsh environments military, law
enforcement, fire and rescue professionals encounter
on their missions. Gore combines research in the
fundamental science of fluoropolymers with a
thorough understanding of the challenges these
professionals face to engineer durable protective
fabrics. After extensive laboratory testing and field
trials, Gore stands behind these fabrics, ensuring
that each product does what we say it will do.

n Non-marking

wicking lining
wicks perspiration, dries quickly,
and resists odor and mildew.
lacing system with
speed-lace eyelets.

n Shock

absorbing cushioned insole.

outsole resists
contamination by jet fuel and oil.

Purchasing Information
Bates Uniform Footwear
(800) 253-2184
www.batesfootwear.com

Matterhorn
(800)-441-4319
www.corcoranandmatterhorn.com

Belleville Shoe Co.
(800) 376-6978
www.bellevilleshoe.com

McRae Footwear
(910) 439-6147
www.mcraeindustries.com

Danner Shoe Company
(800) 345-0430
www.danner.com
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